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Object detection is a big challenge for researchers to address the issues that affect accurate detections. The Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptors have been used extensively for object detection on challenging conditions with good results. However, occlusion remains a well-known issue where some parts of an object are only visible. Conventional frameworks using HOG descriptors for detecting whole human body are prone to occluded people and thus causing errors on implementations running these frameworks. This issue was addressed in different approaches like hybrid feature extraction algorithms. Rather than following such approaches, the problem is addressed in this research by redefining HOG descriptors to work in a part object (body) detection framework that is powered by a finite-state machine. Experiments were conducted to test a new method of extracting HOG descriptors for parts of human body via slicing a window’s HOG descriptor into four. The part body detection framework utilises each part’s descriptor whereas three detected parts are sufficient to declare that the window has an assumed instance. Support vector machines (SVM) were used to classify the extracted parts and a finite-state machine was employed for handling the detected parts. Training and testing were made on subsets from the INRIA Person Dataset and the results favoured the part body detection framework over the conventional whole body framework. For a test set of 50 positive images of occluded people, the part body detection framework successfully detected 46 true positive while the whole body framework detected 36. Moreover, the former had less false positive detection than the latter having 80 false positive windows comparing to 289.
ABSTRAK

Pengenalpastian objek, merupakan cabaran besar kepada para pengkaji bagi mengenalpasti isu-isu yang mempengaruhi ketepatan pengesanan. Pengesan Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) telah digunakan secara meluas dalam mengenalpasti objek, dalam keadaan yang mencabar; dengan keputusan yang baik. Namun, pertindihan kekal sebagai isu yang sedia dimaklumi di mana hanya sesetengah bahagian sesuatu objek kelihatan. Rangka kerja menggunakan pengesan HOG untuk mengesan seluruh badan manusia cenderung menghalang keterlihatan manusia; yang menimbulkan ralat dalam pelaksanaannya. Isu ini diatasi melalui pendekatan berbeza seperti menggunakan algoritma yang mengesan feature campuran. Berbanding menggunakan pendekatan tersebut, masalah dirungkai dalam kajian ini melalui penelitian semula terhadap pengesan HOG supaya beroperasi mengikut rangka kerja pengesan bahagian objek(badan) yang dikuasai oleh finite-state machine. Kajian dijalankan bagi menguji kaedah baru untuk merungkai pengesan HOG mengikut bahagian badan manusia melalui penghirisan tetingkap pengesan HOG kepada empat(4) bahagian. Rangka kerja pengesan bahagian badan merungkai setiap bahagian; walaupun tiga(3) bahagian yang dikesan sudah mencukupi untuk mengesahkan tetingkap mempunyai imej seperti yang diandaikan. Support Vector Machines (SVM) berfungsi mengelaskan bahagian yang dikesan dan Finite-State Machine digunakan untuk mengendalikan bahagian yang dikesan. Latihan dan ujian dilakukan ke atas subset INRIA Person Dataset dan keputusan memihak kepada rangka kerja pengesan bahagian badan berbanding seluruh badan. Untuk ujian ke atas 50 set imej positif manusia yang terlindung, rangka kerja pengesan bahagian badan berjaya mengesan 46 imej positif benar manakala hanya 36 bagi rangka kerja seluruh badan. Malahan, rangka kerja pengesan bahagian badan mempunyai kadar pengesan positif palsu yang lebih rendah berbanding seluruh badan dengan perbandingan 80 dan 289 tetingkap positif palsu.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Detecting people in computer vision has been an active research area for its promising applications. The research in computer vision (and computer science in general) has given computers abilities inspired by nature such as the sense of sight; and nowadays there are many implementations in road-safety and surveillance having these abilities. Many algorithms that run these implementations are not exclusive only for people detection; researchers have extended them to other classes like animals, cars, and generally other objects. Detection frameworks or detectors vary from using pattern recognition algorithms in a holistic approach to exhaustive scanning at every location in the image. However, from observing nowadays detectors, there are made of two main processes of feature extraction and machine learning. Features are used as a more convenient way to describe object, thus they are often called descriptors, while machine learning is used for classifying these features to answer the question whether an instance of an object exist or not in an image. Designing detectors following this way of using two processes gives better understanding of problems in computer vision and thus they are addressed properly. The problem of occlusion, for instance, is well known to affect detections where parts of instances are overlapping or hidden by other objects; thus the research community proposed detecting any visible part in an approach known by part object detection (or part-based detection) rather than the other approach of whole object detection (the conventional way to detect the whole object). Other problems such as
view variations, poses, carrying belongings, clothes, scale, etc. were addressed as well as many features were proposed to handle such problems. However, the histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptors proved to be robust to many issues and this dissertation aims to improve the use of these descriptors via redefining them into a framework of part object detection.

1.2 Research Background

Object detection is a task with different issues regarding how the objects appear in images. First, there was the question of how to find/detect instances using their shapes (Borgefors, 1988); object were matched to a template that is rigid to any object variations, thus more convenient ways to describe object were required. Oren et al. (1997) proposed a detection framework that has influenced many nowadays detectors; they proposed an exhaustive approach for scanning images for any instance using sliding windows where Haar wavelet features are extracted then a support vector machine (machine learning) classifies whether instances are there or not. Viola and Jones (2001) introduced their face detection (a specific domain in object detection) framework and went successful for real-time performance thanks to the fast computing in Haar wavelets and the integral image.

However, while these features have good detection performance when the variation of intensities between the object and the background is high, the detection frameworks faces troubles when the intensities variation are low due to issues related to cluttered background, clothes, belongings, etc. where texture-based features are not suitable. Gradient-based features came to be better for such situations where an object’s silhouette can be captured well. Adding the statistical concepts of orientation histograms at local patches had given more robust features such as the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) by Lowe (1999). SIFT returns keypoints used basically for recognising objects, yet Mikolajczyk et al. (2004) implemented SIFT features for object detection where their detector performed well. This performance motivated
further studying local histograms of oriented gradients, in terms of optimising computation time (Yan and Sukthankar, 2004) or increasing detection accuracy (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005). Yet among many, the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptor (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) managed to capture the human body silhouette efficiently where experiments on HOG descriptors have showed excellent performance on the MIT pedestrian dataset and the INRIA person dataset. HOG descriptors work well in capturing the whole human body shape that may appear in different poses, views, clothes, and under different lightening conditions (the illumination factor). Yet, like SIFT, it has slower computation time comparing to fast feature extraction algorithms like Haar wavelets. There have been some algorithms for HOG-based descriptors aimed for speeding up the process by selecting likely valid features using machine learning methods, for example using AdaBoost for feature selection (Qiang et al., 2006). While others aimed for increasing the accuracy and detection rate regardless of time costs (as computer hardware are advancing), such as a work by Satpathy et al. (2014).

In general, the amount of works increased for people detection (as well as object detection) research in the last decade; a survey by Geronimo et al. (2010) discussed the domain of people detection becoming a very active topic and draw the attention for building pedestrian protection systems (PPS) in advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Each work aimed to addressing challenges in object detection. But since HOG descriptors has done well with many issues, they were used widely for human and object detection in general (Kittipanya-ngam and Lung, 2011). Moreover, HOG descriptors are favoured over SIFT since the former does not require a license while the SIFT algorithm was patented (Lowe, 2004a) and requires fees for its implementations. However, the problem of occlusion remains a great challenge in computer vision to be covered and researchers followed different approaches to handle it. However, part object detection frameworks remain a naïve yet effective way to detect any visible part and join them using a model. Based on these frameworks, researchers introduced large but well-developed detectors employing a number of algorithms. For example, a work by Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) presented a part object detection framework that uses deformable part model to classify a number of objects and was able to handle simple occlusion. Wang et al.
presented a hybrid detection framework for handling occluded scenes using HOG descriptors and local binary pattern (LBP) features where it aims first to find occluded regions and then run the part detector where needed. This work was followed recently in similar concept by Marin et al. (2014). Although all these works handled varying levels of occlusion well, the framework inside remains complex with many algorithm that cost time.

Using simpler frameworks may lead to affordable answers for handling occlusion rather than consume more time on e.g. extracting different descriptors; what if the same descriptor is used redefined in a part object detection framework? And as a part object detector, what model will be used to join the detected parts?

1.3 Problem Statement

Although HOG descriptors have been utilised extensively for human and objects detection in general, their performance drops down when they deal with occlusion. Occlusion is a problem where parts of people are hidden by others causing more missing rates while detecting. In the available works that were reviewed, occlusion was handled in different detection frameworks using different algorithms and/or features. However, since part object detection frameworks can be used to handle occlusion and HOG has better performance on separate objects, occlusion can be handled when HOG is redefined to work in a part object detection framework that is less complex (without the need to use features other than the available HOG descriptor). This framework adds for HOG descriptors the robustness to occlusion and introduces a simple model that handles the detected part efficiently.
1.4 Research Aim

This dissertation aims to develop a variant HOG descriptor that is capable to work in a part object detection framework that is robust to occlusion. The framework should be less complex by redefining and utilising the available HOG descriptors and properly handles the detected parts.

1.5 Research Objective

From the discussion in the previous sections, the objectives for this dissertation are:

1. to redefine HOG descriptors for parts of the human body in a part object detector;
2. to develop a part object detection framework able to handle occluded people; and
3. to evaluate the performance of the new HOG descriptors and the developed detector.

1.6 Research Scope

This dissertation with its objectives is outlined to the following:

1. Input images used are still images, whether they were originated from photographs or still frames (snapshots) from videos.
2. Input images are pre-processed by balancing the illumination.
3. The detection framework is made for detecting people walking or standing; no consideration for people shown in half such as sitting on benches or on bicycles and so forth.
4. The occlusion is defined by one part of the human body, either one of the arms or of the legs, being hidden by another.

5. People in input images may wear any clothes, carry belongings, and be in different poses or from different views as long as there are visible three parts to detect.

6. The detection runs on one scale of the image and input images for testing are pre-processed by cropping them to make all people be in one defined size.

1.7 Research Significance

Object detection is a promising research area with endless implementations such as ADAS vehicle systems, robotics, and surveillance. However, more challenges occur as implementations grow. Occlusion is an everyday situation that affects any system relying on object detection frameworks. Therefore, there is a need to further the research on new HOG-based descriptors which are robust to occlusion and less complex to implement. Furthermore, the dissertation’s detection framework that utilises the new descriptors can be extended to work on other object classes for general object detection. The dissertation will contribute to different research areas, i.e. occlusion in object detection, introducing redefined HOG descriptors for human parts, and a new part object detection frameworks.

1.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed the dissertation topic and the problem it addresses. In a nutshell, a redefined HOG descriptor are used in a part object framework for detecting people whose parts are hidden by other objects. Furthering such research will help overcoming the occlusion problem that affects performance in object detection. The next chapter discusses some works related to the dissertation topic.
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